Paper Dragonfly Craft

This paper dragonfly craft is super simple to create and the kids will have a blast flying it around the house all afternoon.

SUPPLIES NEEDED:
- Dragonfly pattern cutout: PDF posted Trailside website
- Any color cardstock or construction paper
- Pencil
- Marker
- Scissors
- Sticker googly eyes (or anything that can be used for eyes)
- White tulle (or something similar)
- Hole punch

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THIS DRAGONFLY PAPER CRAFT
1. Cut out the dragonfly pattern and set aside. You will only need one half of your cardstock for each dragonfly so cut your paper in half and set aside the other piece for later.

2. Fold your half section of your cardstock in half. Lay your dragonfly pattern onto the folded paper with the fold at the bottom of the template and trace the pattern onto your cardstock. Cut out your dragonfly.

3. Punch a hole at the top of your dragonfly to insert the wings. Place a sticker googly eye onto your paper dragonfly craft. Then use your black marker to draw lines and a smile on your dragonfly.

4. Cut off a section of white tulle for the wings. Poke it through the holes at the top of your paper dragonfly craft. Trim the wings to the length you desire. The double layer of cardstock helps keep the wings in place without any glue needed.
Frog and Clothespin Craft

This frog and clothespin craft is super fun to create and the kids will have a blast using creativity to bring them to life.

SUPPLIES NEEDED:

- Frog cut out (page below)
- Clothespins
- Crayons or Colored Pencils
- Glue
- Scissors

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FROG and CLOTHESPIN CRAFT

1. Print the page below of the frog template.
2. Color them, cut along the solid line that starts at the mouth of the frog.
3. Lastly glue each half to the top and bottom of a close pin.